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Critical Report

In 2021 the Bach-Archiv Leipzig acquired the score and parts of Wq 144. These were Bach’s house copies 
and are published in facsimile in the series II supplement, Trios, with an introduction by Peter Wollny 
(Los Altos, CA: The Packard Humanities Institute, 2022).

D-LEb, Rara I, 18
One Auflagebogen; upright format (36.5 x 28 cm). Watermark: human figure (bishop?) with letters HMN 
below. Caption heading: “Sonata a 1 Fl. Trav. 1 Violino e Basso. di CPEBach.” The basso continuo line is 
unfigured. In front of the first system of the score Bach specified, late in his life, the instruments (“Flauto”; 
“Violino”; “Basso”). The word “Violino” is written over a faint pencil note, which reads “wird | 
ausgeschrieben” that was apparently an instruction to the copyist of the violin part (see below).

The score and parts are kept in a blue wrapper (36.5 x 27 cm; watermark: unclear, probably coat of 
arms with post horn); p. 1, in the hand of the copyist Frankfurt/Oder 1, has the following title: “G #. | 
Suonata | â 3 Stromenti. | Flauto Traverso. | Violino. | Con Cembalo ô Violoncello. | da me C.P.E. Bach.” 
Bach later added “No. 4.” [corrected from “3”], and the annotation: “Weil [corrected from “Wenn”] zu 
diesem Trio die Violinstimme aus der Partitur | geschrieben ist [corrected from “wird”], so ist es 2mahl 
complet da.” A.C.P. Bach added the number “(4.)”

D-LEb, Rara I, 18
Set of two MS parts in the hands of Bach and an anonymous Hamburg copyist; 
“Flauto Traverso e Basso” (1 bifolio; watermark: crowned Zittauer eagle). The basso line was originally 
figured only in passages where the upper part is not playing; at a later point, however, Bach added figures 
throughout.
“Violino” (1 bifolio; watermarks: a) Hollandia; b) crowned letter GR)
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